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Step 1: A robust tool, designed with and for businesses

A holistic and rigorous study
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The Ocean Framework : a tool that enables companies to identify,
measure and reduce their impact on the Ocean

The Framework covers all SDG14s targets and takes into account the SDGs
interdependence

Source: Claudet, J. et al (2020)

Feedback from a current user: CMA CGM

SCOPE OF WORK
Owned fleet ± 200 vessels
200 employees + 5000
seafarers
Geography = Worldwide

INDICATORS/LEVERS PARTIALLY
OR NON COVERED YET
50% of proposed
already covered

STRENGTHS FOR CMA CGM
GROUP

levers/indicators

▪

Highlight on SDG 14 and marine
biodiversity actions already in
place

30% of proposed levers/indicators non
relevant

▪

Awareness and levers
identification on emergent
aspects as underwater radiated
noise, better waste recycling or
supplier’s management

Expansion of CMA CGM fields of action
and focus on the remaining 20% of levers
(not yet or partially covered), such as:
▪

Increase the share of suppliers
respectful of SDG 14

▪

Support research related to
SDG14

▪

Increase the proportion of
recycled or recovered waste (in
connection with ports)

▪

Offset GHG emissions

▪

Shipping industry is already very
regulated but the Ocean
Framework is adaptable (for
example: integration of ballast
water monitoring)

▪

Thanks to the Ocean Framework,
CMA CGM will be able to extent
the primary scope to all CMA
CGM activities : 100% fleet, ports
& terminals, logistics.

NEXT STEPS

▪

Raise awareness and
identify the levers of
action on emerging
aspects such as better
recycling of plastic waste
or management of supplier
selection

▪

Widen the field of action
to include as a priority
Ports & Terminals in order
to assess their impact on
the exploitation of coastal
resources and the
artificialization of habitats
(part 2 of the Ocean
Framework)

Step 2 : « Ocean approved », an international label

• Built by Fondation de la Mer in
collaboration with Bureau Veritas

• Broad applicability
• Any business size
& activity
• Integrating international
standards

• Rigorous governance aligned
with demanding principles
such as :
❏ Transparency
❏ Independency
❏ Role separation

• Based on the Ocean
Framework

INTERNATIONAL

TRUSTABLE

ROBUST

RELIABLE

• Scientifically approved by
renowned experts

• Business commitment &
performance controlled by
external independent &
renowned auditors

For further information:
https://oceanapproved.org/
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